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1. Australia’s company tax

(New Zealand somewhat similar…)
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Company tax

•Company is a “taxpayer”

•Calculate taxable income at company level

•Profits and losses in company, 30% flat rate
• Small to medium companies, turnover up to $50 million/year, 

towards 27.5% rate

• Imputation credit corporate-shareholders 
system (integrated at shareholder tax rate)

• Losses can be carried forward indefinitely
• But not if change of ownership or business

•Shareholders pay capital gains tax on sale of 
shares (50% discount)



•Territorial (exemption) system for foreign active 
business profits
• So, no imputation credit applies to foreign business profits

•Debt:equity
• Thin capitalisation safe harbour 1.5:1
• Debt interest deductions a major tax planning tool of Australian 

businesses
• Recent transfer pricing cases indicate excessive tax deductions for 

interest

•Anti-base erosion/profit shifting: Active policy
• Transfer pricing
• Diverted profits tax
• Multinational anti-avoidance law
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Imputation System

•Since 1987
• Company tax rate was the same as top individual tax rate: 49%

•Dividends paid to shareholder 
• Include in shareholder assessable income (“gross up”)

• Tax applies at individual marginal tax rate

• Imputation tax credit to shareholder
• “tax-paid” franking account kept by company (carry forward unused 

credits indefinitely)

• Distribute franking credit, reduce shareholder tax on dividend by 

amount of credit

• Refundable to low or nil rate shareholders
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Imputation for Australian 
resident individual shareholder

Ausco

Jo

Australian source profits

Franked dividend
$70

Company tax paid 
at 30% rate

Personal tax at 45% 
rate; franking credit of 
$30

$100
(30)
$70

$70   

+ 30

$100

Tax = $45, less tax 
credit of $30

Tax owed = $15
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Imputation credit refund for low-rate 
resident shareholders

Ausco

Fred

Australian source profits

Franked dividend
$70

Company tax paid 
at 30% rate

Personal tax at 19% 
rate; franking offset

$100
(30)
$70

$70
+ 30
$100

Tax = $19, less tax 
credit of $30

Tax refund = $11

Refundable credits were introduced in 2001

(largely for superannuation funds : taxed at 15% rate)
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Imputation for non-resident shareholder

Ausco

NR

Australian source profits

Franked dividend $70

No dividend 
withholding tax

Company tax paid 
at 30% rate

No franking credit

$100
(30)
$70

Foreign tax may 
apply at F tax rate



Design of imputation system

•One level of tax on corporate profits
• Assumes company tax is economically borne by shareholders

• Financing neutrality: Equalises after-tax return to debt and 

equity 

But does not apply across the border: 

•No imputation for Non-Resident shareholders
• 30% company tax is final 

•Debt is tax-favoured relative to equity for NRs
• Interest is deductible at 30% rate

• Zero or low interest withholding tax 
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2. Context, trends
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Australia collects more company tax than most 
other countries (% of total taxation)
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Company tax revenue trends in 
Australia (2015) 
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imputation

Rate cut, base 
broadening

Source: Treasury, Re:think Discussion Paper, Chart 5.3 (2015)

GFC



Very large companies pay most 
company tax
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Source: ATO Tax Statistics 2015

Top 10 companies pay one third of company tax



International trends

• Lower headline company tax rate
•Sometimes, apply tax incentive or extra low rate 

for e.g. patent/intangibles income

•Anti-BEPS measures in many countries

•Broaden company tax base by
• Limiting deductions
•Closing loopholes
•Extending tax jurisdiction to intangibles, digital 

sales
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Corp tax rates (OECD, 2000, 2008, 2015) 
… and 2018
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Source: Tax Policy Reforms in the OECD 2016 http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/taxation/tax-
policy-reform-in-the-oecd-2016_9789264260399-en , Figure 3.7; statutory all-in CIT 
rate; OECD Tax Database; added trends 2017-2020 (enacted rate changes)

http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/taxation/tax-policy-reform-in-the-oecd-2016_9789264260399-en


CT revenues are a function of base, 
share of corp profits in economy
and SH-corp system, not just rate
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Source: OECD, Tax Policy Reforms 2017: OECD and selected economies, Figure 3.9; 
selected 2000 statistics added, OECD regional tax database



3. Tax planning and base erosion
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(Relatively) high corporate tax rate leads 
to tax planning/base erosion

•Transfer pricing
• Chevron (and other) transfer pricing cases show related party debt is 

easy to manipulate

•Hybrids, double dips using interest and other flows

•Avoid corporate entity for inbound investment
• Big increase in flow-through stapled structures, trusts for inbound 

investment especially involving infrastructure and privatisations

• ATO Taxpayer alert 2017/1

•Gaming of thin capitalisation safe harbour
• Corporates revaluing assets for the debt:assets ratio test
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Chevron Aust Holdings Pty Ltd v C of T 
[2015] FCA 1092
• Intra-group loan interest
•Transfer pricing (not thin capitalisation)
•TP claimed deductible Australian interest on intra-

group loan of 9%
•Group-wide interest for Chevron Group was 1.2%
•Commissioner won argument for 5% rate

• Judge took account of Chevron global group 
relationship and credit status in determining 
applicable rate
•Post-decision settlement has raised $1b additional 

revenue over 10 years from Chevron
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The ATO “red zone” of related party    
cross-border financing for large corporates
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AFR, Jul 16 2017
http://www.afr.com/ne
ws/policy/tax/atos-
finance-ruling-puts-
companies-the-red-
zone-20170711-gx90bm

Surely this indicates 
a systemic policy 
problem?

http://www.afr.com/news/policy/tax/atos-finance-ruling-puts-companies-the-red-zone-20170711-gx90bm


Limiting interest deductibility: 
Do thin capitalisation rules work?

• De Mooij and Hebous (2017 IMF WP)

• Thin cap limits for related party debt have no effect on debt 
leverage of firms

• Need broader limits on interest deductibility for all debt, to 
have an effect

• Kayis-Kumar (2017)
• Interest is fungible with other cross-border payments
• Need a broader withholding tax/limit on cross-border flows 

of interest, service fees, royalties, rents
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Thin capitalisation revaluations

• ATO Submission to Senate Inquiry into Corp Tax Avoidance

“Taxpayers have responded to the reduction of the safe 
harbour thresholds in a variety of ways”

“One in particular was to increase the value of their total 
assets by undertaking revaluations of certain assets either for 
accounting purposes or for thin capitalisation purposes only. … 
limiting the impacts of the reductions in the safe harbour 
thresholds.”

In 2015, 184 companies made thin capitalisation-only 
revaluations worth $56 billion. In 2016, the figure more than 
doubled to $122 billion for 33 fewer companies.

“significant year-on-year growth and the thin capitalisation 
arrangements of 27 companies are being reviewed, with $78 
billion in revaluations under scrutiny…”
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Offshore Marketing Hubs
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ATO enforcement increased for 
transfer pricing by MNEs using 
centralised operating models 
involving procurement, 
marketing, sales and distribution 
functions for large corporations 
offshore
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Singapore is no tax dodge,
protests BHP

Roger Maynard, Sydney

September 21 2016, 12:01am, The Times

BHP Billiton said the dispute with the Australian Taxation Office was not about the company
artificially shifting profits from Australia

TIM W IMBO RN E/REUTERS

Singapore is no tax dodge, protests BHP | Business | The Tim... http://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/singapore-is-no-tax-dodge-p...

1 of 5 22/9/16 22:54



4. Trump tax reform

Corporate tax rate down 

from 35% to 21%
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Less well understood: 
Tax base reform for corporates
•Participation (territorial) exemption system 
replaces worldwide system of corporate tax
• Remove foreign tax credit and limit controlled foreign 

corporation (CFC) rules
• Brings tax base/international tax system for MNEs into line 

with source-based corp tax of other countries

•One-off tax on foreign business profits 
(mandatory ‘deemed’ repatriation)
• 15.5% rate (foreign cash reserves), 8% otherwise 
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Trump tax base reform for corporates 

•Expensing of business investment
•5 years until 2022 when return to depreciation 

schedules

•But, deduction for net business interest to 30% of 
adjusted taxable income (approx. EBITDA)
•Tighten limit from 2022

•Anti-BEPS rules including intangibles anti abuse 
rule; transfer pricing strengthening
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US reform in line with international moves 
to limit/constrain interest deductibility

•OECD BEPS Action 4 seeks to limit interest 
deductibility (tighten thin cap)

•UK (since April 2017), Germany, Greece, Italy, 
Norway, Portugal, Spain have 30% of taxable EBITDA 
(profits) cap on interest deductibility for large 
corporates

•EU limits for interest deductibility include denying 
deductibility for hybrids
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5. Company tax policy post-Trump
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Corp tax rates (OECD, 2000, 2008, 2015) 
… and 2018
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Source: Tax Policy Reforms in the OECD 2016 http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/taxation/tax-
policy-reform-in-the-oecd-2016_9789264260399-en , Figure 3.7; statutory all-in CIT 
rate; OECD Tax Database; added trends 2017-2020 (enacted rate changes)

http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/taxation/tax-policy-reform-in-the-oecd-2016_9789264260399-en


Who bears company tax?

•Shareholders?

•Workers?

•Consumers?

•This is an old debate
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What does company tax do? 

•Withholds/back up personal income tax

•Source based: on Foreign investors

•Fee for benefits: return for government 
infrastructure

•Taxation of surplus or “rents” (resources, banks, 
intangibles?)

•Vehicle for regulation/investment policy for firms

•Delivers subsidies to domestic savers (imputation)?
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What does company tax do? 

Company tax does a lot, and is important, but: 

Companies are not people, or factors of production.

Kind of a “random” or “arbitrary” tax? 

In which case, how should we design it?
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Design of dividend imputation system: 
Who is the marginal investor?

• Closed economy assumption
• Corporate tax is borne by domestic shareholders
• Integration removes ‘double tax’ of corporate profit
• Corporate tax is a backup to personal tax for domestic investors
• Corporate tax acts as a final tax on foreign investors

• Small open economy assumption
• Capital is mobile in a global economy
• Marginal investor is foreign and allocates their worldwide investment so 

that the after-tax return is everywhere equal
• This drives up the return required for investment in Australia and leads to 

a drop in amount of foreign investment
• Domestic investors get a ‘free kick’ from the higher rate of return
• Low-rate investors (below 30% rate) have a subsidy

• Somewhere between these two?
• Debate about how imputation credits are priced in the market
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Choosing a corporate tax base

taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au 36

Broad base Narrow base

INVESTMENT CAPITAL

FINANCE CAPITAL

COMPREHENSIVE 
INCOME

EXPENDITURE/
CASH FLOW

Effective life 
depreciation, accrual 
tax of gains/profits

Interest deductibility; or
No interest/equity 
deduction at corp level, 
exempt at SH level

Accel. depreciation; 
investment allowances; 
expensing (R-CFCT)

Interest and equity 
deductibility; or
ACE; R+F-CFCT

Source Based tax



Choosing a corporate tax base: ACE

Rent tax: Allowance for Corporate Equity (ACE), 
removes debt vs equity distortion by making both deductible

• Allowance deductible (not actual payments)

• Interest deductibility remains in the system

• Should have efficiency gains as exempts normal return

• investment costs depreciable under CIT rules

• Some favour by Henry Tax Review

• Some implementation by countries

• Allowance for Corporate Capital (ACC) includes financial 
capital (imputed deduction for interest)

• Can be on a sector – super profits tax? Resources, banks

27-Feb-18
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Issues with ACE/rent tax

•Narrows base so has a fiscal cost
• Requires a higher rate for same revenue

•X-border planning 
• accessing allowance/deduction (Belgium experience)

•Financial services? (esp. R-CFCT)

•Neutrality depends on choosing “correct” return
• equity (ACE); equity-debt combined (ACC)

• Is corporate bond rate right?

• Unstable: allowance/uplift factor changeable

taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au 38



Choosing a corporate tax base: CBIT

Comprehensive Business Income Tax (CBIT)

•At corporate level, dividends and net interest not 
deductible
• At personal level, should reflect this by exempting dividends and 

interest from tax

•Corporate base otherwise: Usual income tax 
(depreciation etc)

•Broadens base: can finance a tax rate cut

•Eliminates debt:equity bias and thin cap planning

taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au 39



Issues with CBIT

• Increases the cost of capital (taxes normal return)
• But, lower rate

•X-border: double tax?
• But, interest not fully taxed across borders anyway
• Lower rate

•Financial sector
• How to tax in practice?

•Treatment of non-corporate businesses?

•Transition: 
• What about existing debt? But, lower rate…

taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au 40



CBIT – personal level

•CBIT is a comprehensive income tax base

•Financing neutrality: we require same treatment of 
dividends, interest at SH level

•Replace imputation with:
• Discount rate for dividends, net interest, CG

• Could go further to exemption (but want to retain some 
progressivity)

•Suggests for non-corporate business: same 
treatment as SH

taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au 41



A compromise: Limiting interest 
deductibility?

• Do thin capitalisation rules work? Probably not…

• De Mooij and Hebous (2017 IMF WP)
• Thin cap limits for related party debt have no effect on debt 

leverage of firms
• Need broader limits on interest deductibility for all debt, to 

have an effect

• Kayis-Kumar (2017)
• Need a broader withholding tax/limit on fungible cross-

border flows of interest, service fees, royalties, rents
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Different corporate tax bases 
(by deductions, cross-border effect)

Deductions CBIT Corp
income Tax

ACE/ACC Cash flow GST
(compare)

Wages X X X X

Investment X X

Depreciation X X X

Debt X X

Equity X

X-border: 
Source/
Destination

Source Source Source Source or 
Destination

Destinatio
n



•What to do about the shareholder level if we adjust 
the base in either way?

•Especially: What about imputation?

taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au 44



6. Modelling company tax reform 
options
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Reforms to company tax to combine 
with lowering the rate

•Dividend imputation

•ACE/ACC or rent tax (narrow base)

•CBIT (broaden base)

•Partial reforms

•Hybrid options
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Modelling shows substantial economic 
benefits from lowering company tax rate
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• But, this is contentious 

• The debate focuses on suggestions that a lower company tax rate will 
lead to increased wages

• The question should be, does Australia have a choice? Will we go 
backwards even further?

Murphy (2018)



Implications of lower US tax rate and 
other US reforms for Australia

•Tax competition (obviously)

•End of ‘Treasury transfer effect’ in which US 
Treasury gave foreign tax credits for Australian 
company tax

•Makes economic modelling case for lowering our 
company tax rate stronger

•Not clear what effect interest deduction limit has: 
increase incentive to use interest in Australia/other 
higher tax countries?
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Interest deductibility has strong 
support in Australia
• Business Tax Working Group (2012) failed to get consensus on 

broadening  base to lower the rate including on thin capitalisation

• Treasury (2016) Sub to Senate inquiry
• “The ability for the business to borrow funds and deduct the interest and 

other expenditure against assessable income significantly benefits the 
business, provides an incentive for investment and positively benefits the 
economy. Without the ability to deduct the cost of expenditure, some 
profitable investments may happen in other jurisdictions or not at all… 
[Such a model] has been mooted in academic literature… this model 
would increase the cost of capital… [Any such change] must be carefully 
considered (Treasury 2015 p10-11).

• Labor Party would further tighten cross-border debt 
deduction rules but not eliminate.
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Modelled results: Change base with 
rate at 30%
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Murphy (2018)



Cut rate to 25%; alternative scenarios 
for base reform
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Murphy (2018)



Pragmatic compromise, lower rate? 

• Lower rate + rent tax on banks - Murphy (2017)

•ACE/remove imputation
• CBIT/ACE tax system Devereux, de Mooij (2013)

• removes debt vs equity distortion

• reduce tax of capital investment, increase taxation of rents

•CBIT/Dual Income Tax Cnossen (2016) 

• Dual Income Tax at personal level

• Gradually increase Withholding taxes on interest and dividends to 
the (reduced) DIT/Corp tax rate

•ACE/Dual Income Tax (Sorenson & Johnson 2010)
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Conclusions – questions?

• International tax competition is inevitable

• There are some trends towards broadening base, 
limiting interest deductibility

• But, also trends towards expensing of business 
investment

•Australia (and NZ) cannot control these trends, must 
react to them

•Has dividend imputation reached its use-by date?

•How can the essentially arbitrary corporate tax be 
reformed to achieve the best possible outcome for its 
competing goals?
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Thanks!

Questions?

taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au 54



Research papers

•Special issue of Australian Tax Forum (2018, vol 1)

•Working papers
• Ingles, D, Stewart, M, November 2017, Australia's company tax: 

options for fiscally sustainable reform paper no. 9/2017. 

• Murphy, C, October 2017, Modelling Australian corporate tax reforms
paper no. 8/2017. 

• Tran C, Wende S, September 2017, On the marginal excess burden of 
taxation in an overlapping generations model paper no. 7/2017. 
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